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LEONID DIMOV. AESTHETICISM, ONEIRIC, BAROQUE

ems has to spot the
sources of this poetry, its ascendancy. And this is not because the
influences would not be sufficiently clarified, sublimated by the filter of an
original poetic personality, but because the author does not conceal the
poetic formula, he faces it lucidly with a calculated ingenuity. In this
exposure of the formula, in this display of the procedure originates the
parody and self-
from Ion Barbu (that from the Balkan period of Isarlâk) as well as from
Tudor Arghezi, Urmuz and Gellu Naum. If Dimov is Barbian through the
Balkan-picturesque notes, through a Parnassian pictoriality and
thoroughness of the relief of a world recorded as an amount of areas, 
through the carnival-like topos and through the formal initiative of his
poetry, he is Urmuzian by the unusual associations, by the absurd triggered
from the spectacle of an inconsistent universe, in which abolition of rules
serves as a norm and the randomness of hierarchies serves as a universe,
the syntax of which proves deficient despite the morphological perfection, 
with an disquieting mix of lives (see especially Vârcolacul and Clotilda).
Dimov is a poet of manifestation, not of virtual or latency, of the anabasis
exacerbations, not of t
by the abundance of reality, Leonid Dimov targets its competition through
the Verb, in terms of quantity, not as an integration in the verb, qualitative,
as in the case of Mallarmé or Valéry. This explains the abundance of
words, placed in the poem according to the force lines of a frenetic
combining energy, as the pre-eminence of the noun in the prejudice of
verbal fluidity, fact which may be the cause of this motion slowdown, of
that apparent dumbness of the Dimovian visions and of the expository
pathos which is the essence of this poetry through spectacular excellence.
Nevertheless, the voluptuousness of the massive, abundant representation, 
the sense of polychromous and pretentious perception do not rule out an
underground flow of restlessness, of the tragic thrill which undermines the
Dimovian poetic universe, subtly insinuating into the phreatic layers of the
verse.

of metamorphoses of the Logos captured in the most diverse avatars. The
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word Dimovian has carnation and succulence, it is sumptuous and striking, 
it has exotic or scholar esoteric sonorities, as proven by a brief sequence of
words like: harengi, cuve [tubs], procesii [processions],
pedunculat [pedunculate], geamparale, duium [host], buluc [heap] etc. In
all reason, we could also mention a Dimovian poetic art, not an explicit, but
an implicit one, therefore susceptible of being extracted from the poetic
substance. What is obvious from the very beginning is the fact that Dimov
provides soteriological functions to certain poetry . The poetry has
recoverable and transfiguring valences, it can redeem the evil of existence,
compensating the ontological deficit, encoding it in the poetic expression. 
Degraded, common things can acquire by poetic designation a new
identity, these can rebirth from their own anonymity, can gain new
dimensions, lighted by the logos. (And maybe a hint of functional
availability of poetry is also the au
word, with unusual reflections, word meant to take the designated object
out of anonymity and to impose it as an unmistakable presence). In terms
of formal technique, Dimov is indisputably an impeccable versifier, a poeta
artifex. His searched, somehow pretentious rhymes are unexpected: for

Biedermayer, Shakespeare with fir etc. The echoing rhymes, in which a
word is called to poetic existence by another word, attracted like a magnet

rhyme virtuosity. As seen before, there is a real imaginative appetite of
Leonid Dimov, a real cult of facade and object pomposity, created by the
agglomeration of details and by mimetic hypertrophy. All these are baroque
elements and procedures par excellence. They only translate the structural
anxiety of the poet, an ancestral fear of emptiness and absence, an anguish
of the decline, basically formed as a defensive manifestation of a human
being threatened by the disappearance spectrum. The formal excess, the
multiform aspect of the Dimovian poetic visions, the ambition of the dream
to rival reality are contradicted by the use of the artifice as reality
deformation by a certain manner. The artifice is recommended as fiction, it
acknowledges the conventional, illusive character by opposing nature.
Among the baroque elements spotted and the use of the artifice (mannerist
element) the essence of poetry and of the Dimovian poetics is immobilized
just like between the poles of a magnet. This tension between the baroque
and mannerism provides the mix of energy and devitalization, illusion and
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lyricism
început atun
în juru-

Another baroque element of this poetry is the rhetorical one. It is known
that a reality threatened by death saves itself also by an unstoppable verbal
overflow. Attribute of a defensive being threatened in its integrity, the
rhetoric, in other terms, the word provides stability to the ephemeral state
of human beings. Thus the logos saves the ontology, controlling its
soteriological qualities that I have just mentioned. On the other hand, Jean
Rousset identifies in ge baroque en France, as
archetypal baroque images, the fire, the water, the wind, the snow, 
elements which through their own nature are inconsistent and evanescent,
able through their material aggregation to provide the suggestion of
transience and transitory. Nevertheless, Dimov does not work with this
type of symbols, the components of his poetry have, as already seen, 
weight and strength, they stand out as nearly physical presences, similar to
the images in a mirror, obviously changing what needs to be changed. The
fluidity lies rather in the atmosphere of his poems, in the sequence of
paintings and scenes, in the alert changes of decorations which suggest a
universe of illusion and skillfully maintained mirage, of a real poetics of
fluidity. Besides the world as theatre motif in the Dimovian creation, the
life as a dream motif is also encountered, with the difference that if for

giving the impression of wine, living, reality. The space which Dimov
pictures in his verses is undoubtedly a labyrinthine one, a labyrinth of
vacillating oneiric images, of the shapes which, although articulated
flawlessly, constantly change, easily substituting the forms. In this game,
among mirages nearly perceptible, plausible up to the temptation of placing

symbol of a mannerist homo absconditus lost in an oneiric labyrinth. 
The poem Vis cu bufon is extremely representative for the Dimovian

lyricism. The access to the poetic (oneiric) space requires, in the vision of
Leonid Dimov, the removal of corporeal data, placing of the physical
dimensions into brackets, cancellation of weight and of everything
connecting the poet to the terrestrial condition. In Vis cu bufon, the verity
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of physiological details intersects with the filigree drawing of the oneiric

-

assimilated with dreaming and playing, just like the avatars equivalent to
the poetic voice are the buffoon, the showman, the illusionist, all these
hypostases proving to be illustrations of absolute freedom of the individual
exercising the game or the poetry. Willingness and freedom to extract and
mix the ultimate truths of the world, the severe senses of things, social and
moral assumption, the proper game (as well as the poetic play) also hide a
tragic element, they dissimulate a dramatic perception of the world. His
dreams, carefully accomplished, staged with a lucid ability, have a clearly

conventional touch. The language skills which
modulate the words in so many diverse poetic registers are only the sign of
an artistic conscience, which declares sensitivity in a state of inflation and
severely fines it. His poems with proliferating images, with hypertrophic
articulations are clearly stated as exorcisms of some hidden fears. The
anguish and a certain pleasure in transposing it to the text indicate two
deeply antinomic, opposite plans, which structure the Dimovian lyrical
vision: the ontological, terrifying plan and the aesthetic, savior plan, of the

Leonid Dimov shows a very special interest for [fair] as a
convergence space and transition, topos which restores the primary chaos, 
place of indistinction and carnival, in which hierarchies are abolished and
the social and moral conventions lose their consistency and authority. The
fair, the market, the borough variations of the same poetic theme, that of
the world as theatre (baroque topos by excellence), as a sequence of
representations which shape the avatars of the human being is perceived
in all its polychromous, tentacular variety; the poet cannot be blamed for
avarice in the distribution of epithets or for the picturesque terms which
accurately designate the Balkan color, the luxury of the manifestations of
an overflowing reality. In the same topos of the fair, the buffoon has a
specific aesthetic
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- Another
thematic recurrence, related to that of the fair, is the enamel (from the same
semantic thematic category with the mask and the make-up, all three
subject to the same rigors of disguise and mimicry, so in other words, of
the art of seeming), both translating the predilection for the glittering, the
kaleidoscopic and the polychromous of the poet, Balkan-Oriental
hypostases of the baroque. The fair, the market, as well as the suburban
space are pictured through a sensitivity that neutralizes the tragic character
of existence, embezzling its dramatic character to the burlesque and ludic.
Other times, the verses, enchanting and deliberately naive remind us of the

ludic register, decoding its configurations by a burlesque-oneiric frame
only constitutes as a product of the need of exorcism by art (game) of the
filthy and fluctuant reality which, to gain stability and consistency must be

alphabet of the exorcism buffoonery. The Dimovian oneiric absurd is set up
gradually, as a vertiginous concentration of elements, from those of the
insipid daily routine, which are not perceived with anxiety, to the terrifying
elements which bring a sort of vacuum of the logic and disappoint the
reader. An analogy could be made with rolling a snowball. Just like the
snowball when it rolls, it gathers more substance reaching inconceivable
sizes, in the same way the rolling of trivial, risible fact causes an absurd
growth in size, by accumulation and juxtaposition of things, objects, 
disparate events.  

The fissure through which the marvelous

stinies in pure and mere
gratuitousness, lacking events. The strings with which the author handles
his marionettes are maybe nowhere else better seen than in this poetry. This

with the reader. The author, aware that he is only the artisan of an artificial
world, of a reality simulation, an artifex of illusion, sends discreet signals
to the readers to warn them about the illusive character of the show to

- o filosofie./
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- -l vede când se strâmba-

jeopardized by the search of the effect, by the spectacular accomplishment, 

has the aspect of an oppressive demiurge, that vigorously controls the
freedom of words, constantly maintaining them in absolute dependency
which his manner, so often mentioned, repeated with mathematical
precision in every poem, makes it even more obvious. The poem Vis cu
bufon may be seen, on the whole, as a poem which attempts to create the
being through language, dream and play, three hypostases of a constant
search of the essences, of the noumenal foundations of things, subject to a
continuous degradation due to their uninterrupted proliferation. The Dimov
poetic visions have, most of the times, the steamy carnation of the dream

mission, Dimov insists upon the shell of utopian momentum and chimerical

him the palliative of an accomplishing imagination, secondly and this is
the most important it gives the reader the power to cover the «things»
degraded by the daily reality into a connective shell aimed to establish
relations both on the abscissas axis and on that of the ordinates, on both
sides of the zero. Thus, the poetry regains its demiurgic role and possibly,
the poet-totality (buffoon- . The
poem Joi is part of the volume 7 poeme, published in 1968 and renders the
same Balkan space, polychromous and variegated , in which objects and
creatures have fantasy shades and the world tectonics seems as taken
straight from a sumptuous dream, which shows a slight breeze of
melancholy. In this poem, we are dealing with the painting of a fair day, 
pictured in very live colors in exuberant chromatics and in a writing tone in
which words seem to call one another, respond to one another like in an
echo, they interlink and disconnect and the poetic images melt and
disintegrate, acquiring towers and the most unusual aspects. 

The poem starts with a visit into the space and time of the poem, an
atemporal space and time, of the liberating, ecstatic fiction. The poet sends
through some suggestive images of a hard, pompous materiality, the bustle

Doar varul de pe turle/ S-
urlând d
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-

-un zeu
The second sequence of the poem is an evocation of an

inconsistent world, non-homogeneous and unsettled, with the most unusual
objects, in which the impression of the carnival, of the fair is dominant. It is
interesting to notice the fact that the suggestion of the fluctuant and
covering oneiric comes out from this concentration of objects, which all
exhibit the appearances of the most vividly and plastically drawn reality. 
The poetical technique exploited in the most conspicuous way possible is
that of exaggeration, amplification to the maximum of contour of things, 
the relief of which is oversized, by thickening the figures and by stressing
upon chromatic shades. In this non-homogeneous and at the same time
convergent universe, the poet paints the Divinity creature, consisting of
hieratism and a hint of the concrete. A transcendence aura is felt in the

-n toi,/ Butii cu nard, 
canistre cu oloi,/

- -a dat de-o parte
-

he delusion of an

metaphysical solitude in which the transcendence thrill does not have the

-nnoptase tare,/ Plecat-

nici de- -au
- - . A poem of illusion and

disillusion, of the exuberance of knowledge and disabuse, Joi is the

unreachable chimera and the twisted relief of the empirical reality.    
luded in the volume, nearly programmatically,

called Carte de vise are not part of the monstrous dreams type, of those
terratomorph chimerical fantasies, in which deliration intends to articulate
images of the world and of the ego of a hallucinating and affecting depth of
horror. On the contrary, his dreams, without eluding a certain gravity, 
without refusing sinking into the deepest layers of an intemperate and
restless ego are the product of a day dream, as N. Manolescu noticed:
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a sentimentalism, a day dream; the poet slightly
falls into nostalgia and depression; in his «dreams», he finds the childhood
feeling where everything seemed possible, where the most unexpected
associations can be made. The manner in which «dreaming» transforms the
most familiar reality is very striking. Things seem to be formed in a

densitatea
elements with their prompt empirical relief are inserted into the chimerical
frame of an extremely moving vision of drawing, but at the same time,
these are imponderable and apparent. The poem debuts with a description
of the space where the oneiric spectacle unfolds, description made with
some words of intense concreteness, assembled in unusual associations. 
The Dimov oneiric particularity also comes from this uncommon syntax, in
which words from the most unusual lexical sphere contaminate each other

-un zid cu

opria mea
-se brusc într-

acolo unde- -

opical, ca un bumb/ secret, la o mare de miniu de plumb./
-

The second sequence of the poetic text brings the phantom, the
unreal and yet so strikingly sketched profile of Lili, chimerical figure
which encounters in itself the ideal of a beauty that completely captures the
attention of the lyrical self. The epiphany of the lyrical character occurs in
a space with no certain signs of dream and in a mythical time, reflected
upon itself, in

- -
- -o

-

-ntr-o
ff her clothes, 

may be equivalent to a ritual act which symbolizes a sort of liberation of
corporality and at the same time an asceticism of senses, before the
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-
-

-
-

-n amiaza
-

-i cât de lente sunt, cât
-

The poet renders with the same acuity of perception his own
sensations, thoughts and reactions triggered by the so ethereal feminine
presence, recording at the same time, with the same plasticized strength of
emotion, the ineffable moment of detachment from terrestrial, of elevation

royal which performs
around the girl a sort of strange and stirring erotic dance, with hallucinating

simt cum îi fr -
-

-
-

-
-n spirale spre Lili, lin,/ matematic, dungat în vermelin (...)/

-atunci, în sunetele unui instrument demodat,/ începe un joc ciudat:/
rotindu- -ntr-

berbant,/ uliul începe
-l cu ghearele- -ncet

se desface- -
The last part of the poem places us in front of a whirling of flying and
dancing, which accelerates to the maximum the moves and the rhythm, in
such manner that the bird and Lili seem to merge. The ecstasy of elevation
now reaches paroxysm, in an impetus towards the hardly guessed absolute,
to a utopian world
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ochii verzi/ e-atât de iute c- -

- -i
- -am

-
-

The end of the dream is equivalent to the retrieval of an empirical
world of smaller dimensions, a world of isolation and cloistering, of
reification and alienation: "apuc tocul geamului, într-

-

care le- - The story of dream of fascinating
beauty and expression, densitatea remains a referential poem for the
Dimovian lyrical-oneiric imaginary.  

The debut volume of Leonid Dimov, Versuri, from 1966, includes in
its nucleus the themes and motifs of this lyricism, but at the same time, it
pictures a poetic vision of unquestionable originality, an expressive, plastic
style in which concision and verbal abundance coexist, in which
polychromy encounters the imponderable shade. The reality, as seen in

verse, is one corrected by the magical lenses of dream, by
an inside look that manages to interpret the depths of creatures and things, 
giving them quixotic and secret iridescent properties. The lyrical vision is
always divided between lucidity and fantasy, between awake conscience
and the oneiric instinct. Mihail Petroveanu senses this dialect of Dimovian

only a restless accomplice, deeply entrusted by the illusive nature of the
path, but still fascinated by the ludic phenomenon and by the power of the
image to transfigure the reality up to the suggestion of its recognition, 
maybe in the native paradise. Moreover, the more the invalidations
administered by the daily routine gather, the more the mirage appetite is
loved, even stimulated. The motifs, even if multiple, do not disarm the

caricature, parody, the comic or the vehement satire, the critical spirit does
not distort the world. Similar to a worm in the fruit, its action remains
hidden, insinuating, leaving the fabulous structure of the poetic universe
intact, the skepticism paradoxically operates like a ferment of trust in the
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Veghe is a poem with the aspect of a
poetic art, to the extent that the author renders in these verses a conception
of poetry and the relation between the imaginary world and the empirical

-mi înfi
- -

-mi fie-
-

le fure/ Ce le-
definition, one of a loner, his damnation comes from this absolute solitude
into which this very act of creation throws him and in which a part of his

- - -

Veghe
of chimeras and aspirations, of the immaterial substance of the dream and

The poet is by definition, an awaken conscience which signals the flaws
rder, a witness of history and present, at the same

time. Returning shapes to things and the weight to the creatures of the
world, the poetry creator gives them a second life, a new destiny, the
dimensions of redeeming fiction. Not randomly, the light suggestions in
various hypostases or semantic iridiscences, appear with such revealing

which, through his tense watch maintains the order of elements, the ontic
balance of the world. A poem written in a solemn tone, somehow of an
unusual gravity for the ludic-fantasy Dimovian style, Veghe is a faith

oracular tonality of the parable sketched with refinement and stylistic
expression. 

The technique of the Dimovian oneiric is set up, of course, by using
reality data which, by capricious juxtaposition become unrecognizable. It is
not the shape perfectly articulated of the object. which causes disquiet, but
the unusual relations which objects have with one another, their strange
syntax, unusual arrangement, the odd angle from which they are perceived. 
If we make plastic art for comparison, we can detect similarities between
the aggregation of the Dimovian oneiric image and some paintings
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belonging to Magritte or Dali, in which the objects are sketched with detail
elaborateness, with mimetic unyieldingness, the terrifying fascination
resulting in these paintings
bizarre character of juxtapositions or from the unnatural spatial
representation of the oneiric compilations impeccably formulated as
entities. 
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